This paper is essentially a translation of a comment in German (Joerges 2000) on a series of articles in which Rainer Schmalz-Bruns (1998 ) developed a concept of legitimate governance beyond the constitutional state, which he called "deliberative supra-nationalism" and contrasted with what Jürgen Neyer and the present author had suggested under the same title (Joerges/Neyer 1997). Our querelles allemandes were not specifically Teutonic: while SchmalzBruns presented his approach as a systematic elaboration of the theories of deliberative democracy, based, in particular, on recent contributions by Joshua Cohen, Michael Dorf and Charles Sabel (Cohen/Sabel, 1997; Dorf/Sabel 1998), Jürgen Neyer and I had offered an interpretation of institutional innovations and decision-making practices as observed in the European market-building project. This discussion has had precursors and follow-ups in various contexts, among both lawyers and political scientists. This essay should hence be understood as contribution to an ongoing debate.
Introduction
In three contributions on Europe's democratic legitimacy, Rainer Schmalz-Bruns (1998 subjected the ideas that Jürgen Neyer and I had developed in connection with a research project on European Comitology (Joerges/Neyer 1997)(1) to criticisms at various levels. The upshot of the criticisms was that our version of "deliberative supranationalism" favours a "traditionally technocratic model of policy consultation" which was precisely what would not suffice to secure European governance to the normative criteria of theories of deliberative democracy. The accusation would seem to have something in it -it has, at any rate, been endorsed by others (Gerstenberg/Sabel, 2000; Somek 2000) . This reproach makes us feel uncomfortable because our whole project on the practice of European Comitology started from the assumption that "technocratic" conceptions of the EU as a "regulatory State", as developed by Giandomenico Majone (Majone 1994; 1996a; 1996b) notably, are neither attractive on normative grounds nor even ultimately feasible in practice (cf. Joerges 1991b; Neyer 1999a; .
But the suspicion of technocracy cannot be taken away by simply pointing to different intentions. It may well be that our attempt to describe the actual existing practice in Europe's regulatory policy as an alternative able to overcome the schism between positively technocratic regulatory concepts on the one hand, and negatively deregulatory strategies on the other, has "objectively" become caught in the technocracy trap, or, at any rate, fails to contain any normative concept --no matter how things may be as regards the plausibility of our observations. This reading may well be connected with our mode of procedure. While we did not simply go to work without any concepts, and it was beyond question that European regulatory policy did not amount to some "race to the bottom" (Joerges 1990) , it also seemed clear that institutionalisations based on American models would not win through in Europe (Joerges 1991a; 1991b) . On the internal workings of the committees, something which, at the time, it was hard to find out about, one penetrating study was already available ). But we had no elaborated "theory" which would have substantiated our preliminary orientations. (2) We wanted to treat the integration of Europe's "markets" as a sort of "discovery procedures" in which new types of ("sui generis") answers to new sets of problems have to be found (and are found). Anyone proceeding in this way may easily overestimate the practical importance of his observations, and pronounce them to be normative. And I might add that not evrything we actually did consider could be included in our 1997 article. But, I am not concerned with an ex-post rationalization. This defence will fMuch can certainly be explicated, and much will, no doubt, have to be corrected. First, however, the explanations. Here, I wish to take up three objections: 2 1. Our failure to tie our ideas coherently to the body of thought-deliberative theories of democracy has developed. In my response, I should like to confront such quests for democratisation with the traditional categories, in which pertinent legal disciplines all perceive international relations in general, and Europe in particular. The contrast is such that the establishment or institutionalisation of de-statalized, de-bordered, meta-national society governance structures which may deserve a democratic label remains difficult to imagine.(3) 2. Assuming that the inherited legal patterns continue to be highly effective, it may be quite reasonable to start from institutional innovations which have actually come about in the course of European market integration, ask whether they can already count as tried and tested, and discuss their normative merits. 3. In all of this, the law is seen as a sort of sensitive seismograph, set close to the conflicts, yielding rich, even if often encoded, messages from "reality". The concluding considerations will, however, also bring up the law's potential to stabilise the deliberative quality of political processes and thus contribute to the legitimacy of transnational governance. It will also emerge that our agreement does not reduce itself solely to the use of an identical label.
Democracy as yardstick and democratisation as process
Were the EU to apply to itself for membership, it might fare worse than, say, Turkey. This bon mot has made a nice career. But, with respect for its rhetorical merits, are the requirements that the EU imposes on its Member States really transferable to the European Verbund for these States? Does our bon mot, at least implicitly, -amount to projecting a European mega-state? Should the distinction between the "democratisation of the European Union" and the "Europeanization of [Nation State] Democracies" (Schmalz-Bruns 1999b) be taken seriously and detach the notion of legitimate democratic governance from its statal heritage? The fact that this idea is easier for theoreticians than for lawyers, especially when brought up in the German tradition ( cf. Möllers 2000; but see the successor to Kirchhof in the German Constitutional Court: Di Fabio 2001), is only to be expected. Lawyers brought up in the disciplines of private or public international law will be inclined to distinguish between supra-national rules and principals requiring the opening up of constitutional states on the one hand, and the emergence of transnational governance structures that now have to be "constitutionalised" outside the state systems on the other. And even anti-statist and anti-nationalist minded lawyers may find only the first step obvious, while http://eiop.or.at/eiop/texte/2001-008.htm 04.07.01
they are horrified at the second (Weiler 1999 ).
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The national rooting of transnational law and governance is part of the classical core of all international-law subjects: ius gentium, international administrative law, private international law, and also European law. But, at the same time, all these disciplines are in the process of shaking off this heritage. Brief references to two of them (the ones I am most familiar with) will have to suffice:
(1) By contrast with traditional international law confined to interstate relations, and equally with international administrative or public law that merely developed "one-sided" provisions which defined the international sphere of application of domestic legal norms but did not envisage any "obedience" to foreign public law or any co-operative regulatory arrangement (cf. Vogel 1965: 176-239) , (4) private international law was, in the von Savigny and Story tradition, conceived in more co-operative and universalistic terms. Admittedly, it presupposed that private law had to do with pre-state, apolitical matters, so that, in principle, all private-law systems could be regarded as of equal value, and that, accordingly, through "universal" choice-of-law rules, one should to be able to reach, if not universal legal equality, at least an international uniformity of decision.
It is not hard to recognize the dominant traditions in the theory of international relations in the various legal positions (for more detail, see Joerges 1979: 6 ff.). This is true, for instance, of the argument common to all positivist traditions in all of the international legal sub-disciplines: that there cannot be any super-law competent to pronounce that this or that norm is "better", and/or supranationally binding. For this very reason, private international law contented itself with ideals of "spatial" justice. And for this very reason, the so-called international economic conflict of laws (Wirtschaftskollisionsrecht) is restricted to determining the international sphere of application of regulatory law; it may weigh and balance interests, but it must refrain from designing transnational (co-)regulation (among many, see Kegel 1979; Schnyder 1990 ).
This positivist scepticism against validity claims that are not accredited through a state has farreaching legal, practical, and institutional consequences. In a once quite prominent American variant: where courts are asked to decide upon conflicting validity claims of municipal laws, they can only, for lack of legal criteria of decision, orient themselves to interests, or "flip the coin" --or they will turn into political fora (Currie 1963) . Accordingly, they should remain faithful to the "governmental interests" of their home state and apply the lex fori in all cases of "true conflict".
(2) Anyone aware of this heritage will realise why so many principles, rules and institutions of European law look downright revolutionary: this law is supposed to have emancipated itself from its intergovernmental origins and set itself up as an autonomous system. It is supposed to confer rights on the citizens of the Member States and guarantee them freedoms of action that they, as European citizens, can bring to bear against domestic, constitutionally accredited law.
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All this has now, presumably, penetrated into the public awareness. But how stable is the social acceptance of European-law orthodoxy really? In legal debates on the need for a European constitution, the normative and conceptual positions from the traditional baggage of the international-law disciplines sometimes merely operate in the background, but sometimes step out of their graves. (5) European law are rephrased, one should not take such hidden resistance lightly. Hence, one should be ready to search for normative justifications of supranationalism that are better than the pronouncements in the ECJ's historic judgments (ECJ 1963; 1964) , even though this jurisprudence was so successful at freeing the EEC Treaty from international law traditions. That this acceptance is not all that stable and not argumentatively adequate has been a widespread perception since the German Constitutional Court's Maastricht judgment (1994) . But the uneasiness of this highly controversial judgment with the European legal orthodoxy is more deeply rooted. All of the relevant German legal theories of integration have struggled seriously with the idea that a legal system which gets its legislative "input" from inter-governmental bargaining could be supreme even over the constitutional law of a democratic state. One need not subscribe to Hans Peter Ipsen's work in the sixties (Ipsen 1966) and his later depiction of the European Community as a Zweckverband (Ipsen 1972; 1973) or to the ordoliberal theory of a European "economic constitution" (for an instructive summary, see Mussler 1998) but should, at least, acknowledge their concerns.
To express this in an other way: it seems simply logical that European law's claim of supremacy over national constitutional law needs to be democratically legitimised. However, it seems equally "logical" that this "logic" has not been respected; legal science was drawn into a search for nondemocratic legitimation of the integration project. This search has not provided definite answers so far. Jürgen Neyer and I are far from suggesting that we have the key. What we have suggested is to distinguish two steps and to consider them separately.
"Deliberative Supranationalism" conceptualises European law as a species of conflict of laws, a law which responds to "true conflicts" by resorting to principles and rules which are acceptable to all concerned polities( cf. also Joerges 1997: 388-391): The "democratic" basis for this function are "nation-state" failures visible, first and foremost, in the constant production, even by democracies, of extra-territorial effects (similarly, Zürn 1998: 6 ff.). The openness of the German Constitutional State rooted in Article 23 of the Basic Law can be claimed as a national basis for this supranationalism (this is, at any rate, the way in which I interpret Kirchhof 1998: 940 f.; Kaufmann 1999: 404 ff.). Indeed, the two examples just mentioned(6) have exemplary importance. European law has repeatedly managed to civilize national idiosyncrasies on normatively good grounds and with de facto considerable success (Maduro, 1998: 150-220; Weiler 1994 ).
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"Deliberative Supranationalism", as an alternative to hierarchical legal structures, addresses a greater challenge: the very policies that aimed at the breaking down of barriers to trade and at the Europeanization of markets, and, in the wake of the very controls that push back individual state interests and approaches, integration was always, despite all the so-wrongly favoured distinctions between "negative" and "positive" integration, a process of re-regulation as well. In it, transnational governance structures which started to have effect and develop a logic of their own, in which social actors adjusted to a transnational reality that could no longer be domesticated nationally, emerged. Their structures burst open the forms of inter-governmental action and supranational decision-making institutionally provided for by European law. And it is along this second dimension that the European "democratic deficits" become so striking and seem so hard to remove, because the emergent legal structures do not fit any of the institutionalised national or supra-national models (cf. the analytical distinctions between "Deliberative Suprantionalism I" and "Deliberativve Supranationalism II" in Joerges/Sand 2001).
To come back once more to international economic law: so far, no one has, as far as I know, thought of presenting the lex mercatoria of international trade, the complex international private http://eiop.or.at/eiop/texte/2001-008.htm 04.07.01 governance configurations in the world economy or even state-supported international regimes as "democratic" institutions. (7) Here, the EU seems to be a much simpler case. Not only is the mutual limitation of unilaterally sovereign positions measured by supra-national rules and principles −− and very much in basic agreement with the constitutional leitmotivs of open statehood; in the second dimension of European transnational governance structures, juridification processes can also be observed: rules and principles did, in fact, take shape; "institutions" emerged in the shadow of formal law; decision making procedures, even though often rudimentary, were developed and applied; transparency, participation rights, make their way; possibilities of redress are considered; established political actors and institutions --the governments of Member States, the European Parliament, the European Commission --observe these transnational governance formations. And there is a public that calls for such activities.
3 Europe a "Market without a State?" -The "Masters of the Treaties" as "States without Markets?" -the "Non-statal Polity"
If democracy-theory criteria remain far too indefinite for a reconstruction and assessment of the transformation processes specifically taking place in the EU, it may be appropriate to look more directly at these very transformation processes. These sub-state, silent, extra-legal, long and almost invisible, transformation processes that are being discussed here are not even mentioned in many of the systematic presentations of European law. Yet, they exist and operate, notwithstanding their neglect by textbook wisdom.
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To summarize in three theses what will subsequently be briefly explained: Europe has not become a "market without a state" ; nor have the Member States of the Union become degraded into "states without markets" (Joerges 1991a; 1996) ; instead, in the European multi-level system, processes of politicisation and institutionalisation, in which the truly transnational governance structures which are forming have institutionally taken the shape of the European committee system ("comitology"), have got under way. The legitimacy of this governance is to be measured by the deliberative quality of the decision processes organized in it; with the help of law, these qualities are to be guaranteed, and additionally to have their connections to both the institutions of the nation states and the EU ensured.
Europe as a "Market without State"?
When the EC started on its internal market project (Commission 1985) , observers in Germany committed to the ordo-liberal and neo-liberal theories saw it as what they had, in any case, deemed to be necessary and had previously conceptualised (among many, Wissenschaftlicher Beirat 1986 : at long last, the famous four freedoms were to be taken seriously and the Community's market citizens enabled to exercise their economic freedoms effectively in full; the legal precept of mutual recognition would replace the hopelessly complex international-law principles of conflict of laws in private and economic law, and usher in an era of regulatory and institutional competition in economic and social policy; European competition law would not just handle its tasks of monitoring private restrictions on competition but additionally become a criterion and instrument in deregulating the nation states. This was a vision of Europe as a "private-law society", completing its integration in a supranational "economic constitution" (Mestmäcker 1991 (Mestmäcker , 1994 ).
Europe as "Regulatory State"?
This was, to be sure, a vision that not only came up against practical policy obstacles but also underestimated the complexity of the social, political, and institutional functioning conditions of "markets". The internal market programme, as Giandomenico Majone (1990 Majone ( , 1996 Majone ( , 1996 Majone ( , 1998 cf. Grande 1998) , in particular, has shown, turned into a re-regulation and modernization project. Here, Majone defended the message of economic efficiency, a concept of the "common weal" as common prosperity. He emphatically advocated abandoning redistributive policies and restricting regulatory activities to the correction of market failures, which presented themselves as cognitive, technocratic, and technical tasks which could, therefore, be best coped with by being entrusted to non-majority institutions. Europe as a "regulatory state"--this vision was not just more realistic than the programme of the German liberal theoreticians: with its concern for the interests of "social regulation" in particular, it pushed into policy areas of indubitable explosiveness. At the same time, it offered a constitutional perspective that was consistent, theoretically thought out in many dimensions, empirically rich and politically topical. Yet, the non-majority institutions which, according to Majone, should be entrusted with regulating Europe have not been established -at least, not at European level, or, anyway, not in the way envisaged by Majone. In fact, there are, now, a whole range of so-called agencies (for a survey, see Chiti 2000; Vos 2000) . Each of the so-called agencies is different; none has the independence or regulatory power that Majone saw exemplified (even if only in trend) in the US ( cf. Majone 1994) . The reasons are manifold. But the (partial) failure of Majone's ideas will be regretted only by those who see the delegation of risk policy (despite its politically normative dimensions) as practically possible and normatively defensible, and additionally think that the analytical distinctions between regulatory policy (concerned only with efficiency) on the one hand, and politically redistributive policy on the other, can be institutionally translated into allocations of these policies to both the EU and the nation states (for a criticism, see Joerges 1999). 
"The Europeanised Economy as Polity"
The most significant institutionalisation of the internal market, however, is not the new agencies, but the long-established comitology. Committees do not just have the so-called "implementation" of Community framework provisions to deal with ("Comitology" proper), they also operate much more comprehensively as fora for political processes and as co-ordinating bodies between supranational and national, and governmental and social actors (Joerges/Neyer 1998; Joerges/Vos 1999). And both, agencies and committees, are surrounded by -or surround themselves withsemi-public and private policy networks.
The functional and formal difference between agencies and committees is important, but in a different way than these terms suggest. The new European agencies do not decide independently about market access for firms or the licensing of their products; instead, they are to gather information that can inform policy -they act as technocratic supply undertakings to policy. Their semi-official status opens them up to manifestly private and social interests, and strengthens a technocratically apolitical self-perception. The attachment to Commission departments and the representation of national actors in the agency bodies does not seem to change anything here.
On the other hand, the Committees are supposed to operate as controllers and agents not just of technocratic requirements but also of the political and normative dimensions of the completion and administration of the internal market. This explains why they are called "mini-Councils", fora where the logic of market integration has to be made compatible with the social regulatory concerns and interests in Member States.
Less visible, but by no means less important than the schism between agencies and committees, are the differences in the way and the intensity with which European institutions interact with the public, gather professional expertise and explore the interest definitions of private actors. This no longer has much in common with the way traditional bureaucracies defined their relationship with the public. It is the agencies, in particular, that do not have formal decision-making power (and, therefore, appear so weak legally) which prove to be extremely active organizers of Europe-wide opinion-forming processes.
Agencies, committees, and public and private networks --all these are institutional products that were not planned "so", and yet prove "necessary". They represent what Joseph Weiler has branded as the "underworld" of the internal market, (8) an "infra-national" undergrowth of the formerly national and supranational institutions of Europe: "…a new sub-atomic particle, a neutrino or a quark, affecting the entirety of molecular physics" (Weiler 1999: 340) .
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But how dreadful are things really in this underworld? Should it be possible or even requisite here to take account of a counter-intuitive, but constructive, opposite perspective? Could the internal market project, possibly, in a "discovery procedure of practice", have unravelled and replaced the Gordian knot that linked the regulation of the economy to the nation state, which seemed only to allow either a neo-functionalist output or an intergovernmental, strategic reason? Have these "multi-tiered, geographically overlapping structures of governmental and non-governmental élites" (Eriksen/Fossum 1999: 17) possibly created a sphere of autonomous economic action that enters into social and political ties with the help of the new institutions? If the national economies were still domesticated according to the model of requirements filtered by the political system, cast into binding regulations and then administered, we would now be dealing with an openly political, administrative regulatory process producing a forum through which competing private and public, political and social, national and supranational values and interests could be expressed. And, in fact, all this can be seen in the committees, in the representation of "national interests", in the activities of the Commission and the networks of interest representatives, as policy and expert communities (cf. for a thoughtful exploration of the representation problem Smismans 2000).
Constitutionalization
What, then, about the accusation that Jürgen Neyer and I, in our version of deliberative supranationalism, have robbed democracy of its constitutive reference to the public, replaced the idea of the people's self-government by a paternalistic rule over the people, which no longer has any relationship to the concept of citizenship and political participation, and discredited the programme of legally and constitutionally domesticating this rule by "expertocratic alienation of the legal medium" (Schmalz-Bruns 1999a: 213)? This is the most important objection. I do not even try to "refute" it. But I would like to point to some difficulties which require a resolution by Schmalz-Bruns in order to get beyond his critique.
Technocracy and Deliberation
Once again, we conceived our project as a challenge to Majone's visions of a European "regulatory state" primarily governed by using "non-majoritarian institutions". The comitology http://eiop.or.at/eiop/texte/2001-008.htm 04.07.01
interested us as an alternative to European agencies; it interested us because of its links not just with the bureaucracies but also with the polities of the Member States, because of its complex internal structure in which government representatives, the representatives of social interests and "the" economy all interact. Risk regulation in the internal market seemed to us to document the weaknesses of expertocratic models adequately, because the normative, political and ethical dimensions of risk assessments resist a merely technocratic treatment. Admittedly, in the debates about the tensions between the ideals of democracy and the constraints of the "knowledge society" , Columbus' egg has not been sighted so far. My mere status as a citizen does not qualify me for a qualitatively convincing (to me at least) technical decision, nor can it be seen how "all" the citizens affected by such decisions are really to participate in them. What is true of risk policy is present as a problem in practically every corner of modern law. And what is true of risk policy in an EU Member State in which (relatively) dense communicative processes guarantee the ongoing political debate is true a fortiori for such a polymorphic entity as the EU.
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The much-maligned comitology has the advantage over agencies of the American pattern in that it structures risk policy pluralistically, that national bureaucracies have to face up to the positions of their neighbour states, and that interests and concerns in Member States cannot be filtered out.
Committees can be observed closely by the wider public and such politicisation has proved to be effective (Joerges 2001a). This seems to be the situation: any conceivable argument can be brought to bear in the committee system. It tends to offer fora for pluralistic discussions. Its links with the broader public do, however, remain dependent on the attention that an issue attracts and on the insistence of the actors concerned on public debate.
Transparency and publicity
As a matter of fact, anyone who makes the necessary effort can get a daily picture of what is going on in the "underworld of the committees" may turn to sanco-news@cec.eu.int (and will be overinformed) or click on the appropriate pages for questions of standardization on www.NewApproach.org. This is not just helpful for experts and interest groups. On the one hand, risk issues in the internal market can scarcely complain of a lack of public attention. Klaus Eder (1999; has drawn attention to a typical dynamic for regulatory policy in Europe: along with expertise, counter-expertise is institutionalised; not only do experts and counter-experts observe each other, they, in turn, are observed by those affected in European society, who, in this way, become attentive to each other. The outcome of the communication is the demos, which "produces itself in the process of European communication". This is a new type of political public, not that of national constitutional states. It lives in decentralized communicative contexts, to which the actors in the committee system are committed, and it is increasingly taking on dimensions which, if certainly not stable, are pan-European. Instead of complaining about this or praising it, one ought, perhaps, to ask what opportunities lie hidden within the coming together of still nationally oriented publics -and how these opportunities can be institutionally stabilised.
Law
If deliberative qualities can be shown in the consultative and decision-making processes of the European committee system, and if it is true that the consultancy and decision-making actors are observed by national publics that are also looking at each other, then the need is to stabilise these advantages and act to counter visible deficits -then, anyone pursuing such intentions ought not to do without the medium of law. Our considerations to date on the "constitutionalisation" of the "comitology" (Joerges /Neyer 1998: 224-230) One implication is methodological: Infranationalism needs to be treated as a new reality which cannot be negated by law. This is not to take Weiler's (1999) philippic against infranationalism in general, and against 'comitology' in particular, lightly. In Weiler's account, infranationalism occupies a 'middle-level' between (inherently political) intergovernmentalism and (truly legal) supranationalism. It is one thing to list deficits of the committee system as it is presently institutionalized, it is quite another, to refute as an Unding the very idea of 'juridifying', let alone of 'constitutionalizing' infranational phenomena.
Weiler's preoccupations are probably best understood in light of his own paradigms. His diagnosis of a dual structure of the Community system portrays normative (legal) supranationalism and decisional intergovernmentalism in a functioning, albeit precarious, equilibrium (cf. the path breaking, Weiler 1981) . Infranationalism moves beyond this dual structure by its disregard of the law/politics dichotomy and of the Member State/Community dichotomy. The Committee System is the institutionalised embodiment of these heresies. And yes, indeed, comitology blurs the law/politics distinction through a 'political administration' that operates in the zones between normative/legal supranationalism and decisional/political intergovernmentalism.
What is so bad about all this? Very similar developments have long been observed within constitutional states. They cannot be confined territorially. Why, then, should the substitution of legal-hierarchical constitutionalism by a 'deliberative' supranationalism be nothing but a 'semantic faux pas' indicative of its proponents' failure to 'grasp the real implications' of their http://eiop.or.at/eiop/texte/2001-008.htm 04.07.01
suggestions? (Weiler 1999: 347) . What these proponents advocate is that the validity of democracies' legally binding restrictions be based on the exigencies of co-operation and on deliberative processes. And equally important: if the rise of infranationalism is really as inexorable as Weiler suggests, an erosion of the Community's dual structure seems unavoidable. The messenger who transmits this report is not to be condemned. What is at stake is a comparative evaluation of doctrinal rejections, an affirmative equation of facticity and validity, and the design of regulative ideas that guide the assessment of real-world developments.
II.
A second implication concerns the tensions between expertise and democracy. The practices of European market governance in general, and of risk regulation in particular, are characterised by the presence of experts of all kinds and the resort to expertise as a source of 'sound' practice. The authority of expertise threatens the realm of practical reasoning, the claim by all concerned to equal participation in decision-making, and the accountability to their constituencies of elected political representatives. There is a real dilemma. Laymen and experts might have comparable intelligence and virtue, but they boast different types of knowledge (van den Daele 1996) . The expert's knowledge cannot be substituted or 'overruled' by the problem perceptions and preferences of the layman. It can, and should, be exposed to critical observation through a quest for counter-expertise. Such 'politicisation' would not replace cognition; nor is cognition invalidated by a reference to other scientific disciplines or the mere fact that other experts hold other opinions. The interaction of experts and non-experts can, and should, pursue other objectives. Such a perspective suggests that resort to expertise does not have to abolish democratic ideals; it can merely approve the inequalities by recognizing the existence of experts' deliberative privileges over the opinions of ordinary citizens (cf. Bohman 1996, 165 ff., 172 ff.)..
III.
The most important flaw of comitology telle quelle remains its problematic relation with public opinion ( 
